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Abstract. The rich structural chemistry of compounds of the type
AMM’Q3, where A is an s-block alkali- or alkaline-earth metal, M is
a d-block transition metal, M’ is another d-block metal or an f-block
metal, and Q is a chalcogen, is discussed. We briefly consider the

Introduction

Compounds of the formula AMM’Q3 comprise a large fam-
ily of approximately 160 known compounds that have been
characterized structurally. Here, A is an s-block alkali-
or alkaline-earth metal, M is a d-block transition metal, M’ is
another d-block metal or an f-block metal, and Q is a chalco-
gen. These compounds crystallize in seven different
structure types, namely those of KCuZrS3,[1] Eu2CuS3

(i.e. Eu2+Cu1+Eu3+(S2–)3),[2] Ba2MnS3,[3] BaCuLaS3,[4]

BaAgErS3,[5] NaCuTiS3,[6] and TlCuTiTe3.[7] Because there
are no Q–Q bonds in these structures it is convenient to divide
the compounds among three subtypes I, II, and III on the basis
of the formal oxidation states of the atoms A, M, and M’. The
three subtypes are: I, A1+M1+M’4+(Q2–)3; II, A2+M1+M’3+(Q2–)3;
III, A1+M2+M’3+(Q2–)3. The 39 known compounds of subtype
I (Table 1 and Supporting Information) crystallize in three dif-
ferent structure types, the 63 known compounds of subtype II
(Table 2 and Supporting Information) crystallize in five dif-
ferent structure types, but the 58 compounds of subtype III
(Table 3) crystallize in only one structure type, namely that of
KCuZrS3. Here we briefly discuss the syntheses and known
physical properties of these compounds but our main emphasis
is on differences and trends among their structures.

Syntheses

The syntheses of the AMM’Q3 compounds tabulated in
Tables 1–3 made use of standard high-temperature solid-state
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syntheses and physical property measurements of these compounds,
but our main emphasis is on differences and trends among the seven
structure types in which the 160 known, structurally characterized
compounds crystallize.

methods. The reactants consisted of the powdered elements
that were almost always loaded inside an oxygen-free glove
box into fused-silica tubes that were then evacuated to near
10–3 Torr, sealed, placed in a computer-controlled furnace, and
heated according to specific temperature profiles. Maximum
temperatures involved were between 673 and 1420 K. The re-
actions were slow cooled, rather than quenched. Generally, a
low-melting flux, either an alkali-metal chalcogenide or more
rarely an alkali-metal halide, was included in the loading to
serve as a fluid medium in which the reagents could react. The
flux was generally incorporated into the final product, hence
the “reactive flux method.”[8]

Physical Property Measurements

Physical measurements were performed on 63 of the 160
compounds. Many such measurements were carried out on
powders, rather than single crystals. Particularly for magnetic
measurements the use of powders can lead to erroneous results
arising from the presence of impurities below the level of de-
tection by X-ray powder diffraction measurements.

Magnetic Susceptibility

Magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed on
two subtype I compounds,[9,10] 14 subtype II compounds,[11–14]

and 26 subtype III compounds.[13,15–18] The effective magnetic
moment, μeff, was calculated for each of these compounds and
was in good agreement with theoretical values, supporting the
presence of U4+ and Ln3+ ions. The compounds containing sa-
marium were found not to follow the Curie–Weiss law.

Electrical Conductivity

Electrical conductivity measurements were only performed
on five subtype I compounds. The reported measurements
showed that KCuZrS3 was an insulator, KCuZrSe3 displayed
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Table 1. Subtype I compounds, A1+M1+M’4+Q2–. A box with a refer-
ence number indicates that the compound is known and has been struc-
turally characterized. Structure type by cell background: KCuZrS3 –
white, NaCuTiS3 – vertical lines, TlCuTiTe3 – horizontal lines. Physi-
cal characterization: C – conductivity, M – magnetic, O – optical, T –
theoretical. The A and M’ elements are arranged in order of increasing
crystal radii. A colored version may be found in the Supporting Infor-
mation.

metallic behavior down to 50 K where it underwent a transition
to semiconducting behavior, KCuZrTe3 was a metal,[1] and
KCuUSe3 and CsCuUS3 were semiconductors.[9,19]

Optical Measurements

Compounds containing thorium are colored, those contain-
ing uranium and neptunium are black, those containing tita-
nium, zirconium, and hafnium range from colored to black to
metallic, and those containing lanthanides are colored.

Optical measurements (either absorbance or diffuse reflec-
tance) were performed on six subtype I compounds,[9,19,20] five
subtype II compounds,[12,14] and 22 subtype III com-
pounds.[13,15,17,18,21] Face-dependent optical absorbances on
single crystals of the subtype III compounds led to measured
band gaps that are consistent with the colors of the compounds.
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Table 2. Subtype II compounds, A2+M1+M’3+(Q2–)3. A box with a refer-
ence number indicates that the compound is known and has been structur-
ally characterized. Structure type by cell background: KCuZrS3 – white,
Eu2CuS3 – gray, Ba2MnS3 – crosshatch, BaAgErS3 – vertical bars,
BaCuLaS3 – horizontal bars. Physical characterization: M – magnetic, O –
optical. The A and M’ elements are arranged in order of increasing crystal
radii. A colored version may be found in the Supporting Information.
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Table 3. Subtype III compounds A1+M2+M’3+(Q2–)3. A box with a reference number indicates that the compound is known and has been
structurally characterized. All compounds are of the KCuZrS3 structure type. Physical characterization: M – magnetic, O – optical, T – theoretical.
The M and M’ elements are arranged in order of increasing crystal radii.

Consistent with its ivory color the diffuse reflectance spectrum
of CsGdZnSe3 revealed two band gaps, one at 1.88 and the
other at 2.92 eV.[13] The nature of the band gap in layered
materials depends on a number of factors: the interlayer dis-
tance; the degree of interlayer van der Walls contact; the di-
mensionality and the relative covalency of features within a
layer.[16, 20–22]

Theoretical Calculations

Periodic spin-polarized band-structure calculations were
performed with the use of the first-principles DFT program
VASP (Vienna ab initio Simulation Package)[23] for the sub-
type I compounds CsCuUS3 and CsAgUS3. The calculated val-
ues of the band gaps overestimated the experimental values by
a factor of two, a typical result for 5f systems. Calculations of
the magnetic structure showed an antiferromagnetic state to
be lowest in energy.[19] DFT calculations on the subtype III
compounds CsMYSe3 (M = Zn, Cd, Hg) were carried out with
the program WIEN2k.[24] The band gaps for CsZnGdTe3, and
CsCdTmTe3 were in close agreement with experiment, but the
band gap for the mercury compound was underestimated. The
calculations indicated that these compounds are direct-gap
semiconductors.[17,18,21]

Structure Types and the AMM’Q3 Compounds

The structural results discussed here were almost always
based on X-ray diffraction data collected on single crystals.
There are a few instances where X-ray diffraction data from
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powders were used and one where neutron diffraction data
were obtained.[15]

The compounds AMM’Q3 crystallize in seven structure
types, namely KCuZrS3 (orthorhombic space group Cmcm),
Eu2CuS3 (i.e. Eu2+Cu1+Eu3+(S2–)3) (orthorhombic space group
Pnma), Ba2MnS3 (space group Pnma), BaCuLaS3 (space group
Pnma), BaAgErS3 (monoclinic space group C2/m), NaCuTiS3

(space group Pnma), and TlCuTiTe3 (monoclinic space group
P21/m). Subtype I compounds, i.e. those of formula
A1+M1+M’4+(Q2–)3, crystallize in either the KCuZrS3, the
NaCuTiS3, or the TlCuTiTe3 structure type. Subtype II com-
pounds, i.e. those of formula A2+M1+M’3+(Q2–)3, crystallize in
either the KCuZrS3, the Eu2CuS3, the Ba2MnS3, the BaAg-
ErS3, or the BaCuLaS3 structure type. Subtype III compounds,
i.e. those of formula A1+M2+M’3+(Q2–)3, crystallize in only the
KCuZrS3 structure type. Overall, the KCuZrS3 structure type
is by far the most common, with the Eu2CuS3 structure type
the second most common. The remaining five structure types
account for just 14 of the 160 compounds.

The BaCuLaS3 and BaAgErS3 structure types are channel
structures. The other five structure types are layered and con-
tain sheets of edge-sharing M’Q6 or M’Q7 polyhedra and MQ4

tetrahedra separated by layers filled with rows of A atoms; the
A atoms are coordinated by seven or eight chalcogen atoms.
The relationship between the different structure types may be
thought of as follows: The most symmetrical structure type is
KCuZrS3, which upon slight distortion of the layers becomes
the Eu2CuS3 structure type. Upon further puckering of the lay-
ers, the structure becomes the Ba2MnS3 structure type. When
the puckering is so great as to link the layers to each other
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to form a three-dimensional channel structure, the BaCuLaS3

structure type results. When the pattern of alternating tetrahe-
dra and octahedra of the KCuZrS3 structure type is doubled to
alternating pairs of polyhedra, the TlCuTiTe3 structure type is
formed. Reversing every other layer turns the TlCuTiTe3 struc-
ture type into the NaCuTiS3 structure type. Lastly, the BaAg-
ErS3 structure type, which is a channel structure, has few as-
pects in common with any of the other structure types.

KCuZrS3 Structure Type

In the KCuZrS3 structure type (Figure 1A), 2
�[MM’Q3

–] lay-
ers align perpendicular to [010] and are separated by linear
rows of A atoms in the [100] direction. Each 2

�[MM’Q3
–] layer

comprises MQ4 tetrahedra and M’Q6 octahedra.

Figure 1. (A) The KCuZrS3 structure type with the unit cell outlined.
(B) View of one layer.

There are five crystallographically unique atoms: A, M, M’,
Q1, and Q2. Each M atom is coordinated by two Q1 and two
Q2 atoms and each M’ atom is coordinated by four equatorial
Q1 and two axial Q2 atoms. Along the [001] direction, the
2
�[MM’Q3

–] layer comprises alternating edge-sharing MQ4 and
M’Q6 polyhedra, whereas along the [100] direction the layer
is composed of vertex-sharing tetrahedra and edge-sharing oc-
tahedra (Figure 1B). Each A atom is surrounded by eight Q
atoms in a bicapped trigonal-prismatic arrangement.

The KCuZrS3 structure type can be derived from the PuBr3

structure type by way of the ScUS3 structure type. Substitution
of uranium for plutonium, and sulfur for bromine, and filling
all of the octahedral sites with scandium results in the ScUS3

structure type. Substitution of potassium for uranium, and zir-
conium for scandium, and filling one third of the tetrahedral
sites with copper results in the KCuZrS3 structure type.[1,25,26]
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Eu2CuS3 Structure Type

The Eu2CuS3 structure type (i.e. Eu2+CuEu3+S3) is a slightly
distorted version of the KCuZrS3 structure type. In the
Eu2CuS3 structure type (Figure 2A), 2

�[MM’Q3
–] layers stack

in an A/B/A/B fashion along [001]. These layers are separated
by linear rows of A atoms in the [010] direction. Each
2
�[MM’Q3

–] layer comprises MQ4 tetrahedra and M’Q6 octahe-
dra.

Figure 2. (A) The Eu2CuS3 structure type with the unit cell outlined.
(B) View of one layer.

There are six crystallographically unique atoms: A, M, M’,
Q1, Q2, and Q3. Each M atom is coordinated by two Q1, one
Q2, and one Q3 atom and each M’ atom is coordinated by two
atoms each of Q1, Q2, and Q3. Along the [100] direction, the
2
�[MM’Q3

–] layer is composed of alternating edge-sharing
MQ4 and M’Q6 polyhedra, whereas along the [010] direction
the layer is composed of vertex-sharing tetrahedra and edge-
sharing octahedra (Figure 2B). Each A atom is surrounded by
seven Q atoms in a monocapped trigonal-prismatic arrange-
ment.

Ba2MnS3 Structure Type

In the Ba2MnS3 structure type (Figure 3A), highly puckered
2
�[AMQ3

2–] layers stack in an A/B/A/B fashion along [001].
These layers are separated by linear rows of A atoms in the
[010] direction. Each 2

�[AMQ3
2–] layer comprises MQ4 dis-

torted tetrahedra and AQ7 monocapped trigonal prisms.
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Figure 3. (A) The Ba2MnS3 structure type with the unit cell outlined.
(B) View of one layer.

There are six crystallographically unique atoms: A1, A2, M,
Q1, Q2, and Q3. Each M atom is coordinated by one Q1, one
Q2, and two Q3 atoms and each A1 atom is coordinated by
four Q1, two Q2, and one Q1 atom. Along the [100] direction,
the 2

�[M(A1)Q3
2–] layer is composed of alternating edge-shar-

ing MQ4 distorted tetrahedra and (A1)Q7 monocapped trigonal
prisms, whereas along the [010] direction, the layer is com-
posed of vertex-sharing distorted tetrahedra and edge-sharing
monocapped trigonal prisms (Figure 3B). Each A2 atom is sur-
rounded by seven Q atoms in a monocapped trigonal-prismatic
arrangement.

Only the three compounds SrCuM’Se3 (M’ = La, Ce)[27,28]

and PbCuLaS3
[29] crystallize in this structure type. The Sr and

M’ atoms are disordered nearly equally over the A1 and A2
positions whereas the Pb and La are disordered over the A1
and A2 positions in an approximate 2:1 ratio.

The Ba2MnS3 structure type can be derived from the La2S3

structure type by substituting Ba for La and inserting Mn into
half of the tetrahedral sites found in La2S3.[29]

BaCuLaS3 Structure Type

The BaCuLaS3 structure type (Figure 4A) can be thought
of as being composed of layers of MQ4 tetrahedra and M’Q7

monocapped trigonal prisms stacked perpendicular to [001]
where the M’Q7 polyhedra cross-link between the layers to
form a channel structure. The channels run along the [010]
direction and are each filled with two rows of A atoms.
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Figure 4. (A) The BaCuLaS3 structure type with the unit cell outlined.
(B) View of one layer.

There are six crystallographically unique atoms: A, M, M’,
Q1, Q2, and Q3. Each M atom is coordinated by two Q1, one
Q2, and one Q3 atom and each M’ atom is coordinated by two
Q1, three Q2, and two Q3 atoms. Along the [100] direction,
the MQ4 tetrahedra and M’Q7 monocapped trigonal prisms
edge share with each other, whereas along the [010] direction
the layer is composed of vertex-sharing tetrahedra and edge-
sharing monocapped trigonal prisms (Figure 4B). There are
two rows of A atoms in each channel and each A atom is
coordinated by seven Q atoms in a monocapped trigonal-pris-
matic arrangement.

This structure type is only displayed by the compounds
BaCuLaS3

[4] and α-BaCuLaSe3.[12]

BaAgErS3 Structure Type

The BaAgErS3 structure type (Figure 5A) consists of pairs
of M’Q6 octahedra that share edges in a zigzag manner to form
a double chain along the [010] direction (Figure 5B). The
double chains corner share with each other to form 2

�[M’2Q5
4–]

layers, which are further connected through pairs of corner-
sharing M2Q9 trigonal bipyramids. A three-dimensional net-
work is formed with channels along the [010] direction occu-
pied by two rows of A atoms. Each A atom is coordinated by
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seven Q atoms in a monocapped trigonal-prismatic arrange-
ment.

Figure 5. (A) The BaAgErS3 structure type with the unit cell outlined.
(B) View of one layer.

There are seven crystallographically unique atoms: A, M,
M’, Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4. Each M atom is coordinated by one
Q1, one Q2, one Q3, and two Q4 atoms and each M’ atom is
coordinated by three Q1, two Q2, and one Q4 atom.

Only the three compounds BaAgM’S3 (M’ = Y, Gd, Er)[5]

crystallize in this structure type.
The BaAgErS3 structure type is related to the AgErSe2

structure type. The same M’Q6 octahedral layers are found in
both structures, but in AgErSe2 two sets of such layers inter-
sect to form a three-dimensional structure. Insertion of A2+

into the AgErSe2 structure separates the layers and results in
the BaAgErS3 structure type.[5]

NaCuTiS3 Structure Type

In the NaCuTiS3 structure type (Figure 6A), 2
�[MM’Q3

–]
layers stack in an A/B/A/B manner along [100] and are sepa-
rated by linear rows of A atoms in the [010] direction. Each
2
�[MM’Q3

–] layer comprises MQ4 tetrahedra and M’Q6 octahe-
dra.

There are six crystallographically unique atoms: A, M, M’,
Q1, Q2, and Q3. Each M atom is coordinated by three Q2 and
one Q3 atom and each M’ atom is coordinated by three Q1,
one Q2, and two Q3 atoms. Along the [001] direction the
2
�[MM’Q3

–] layer is composed of alternating pairs of edge-
sharing MQ4 and pairs of edge-sharing M’Q6 polyhedra,
whereas along the [010] direction the layer is composed of
alternating double chains of edge-sharing tetrahedra and edge-
sharing octahedra (Figure 6B). Each A atom is surrounded by
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Figure 6. (A) The NaCuTiS3 structure type with the unit cell outlined.
(B) View of one layer.

seven Q atoms in a monocapped trigonal-prismatic arrange-
ment.

TlCuTiTe3 Structure Type

The TlCuTiTe3 structure type (Figure 7A) is composed of
2
�[MM’Q3

–] layers that stack along the [101] direction; these
layers align in an approximate A/B/C/A/B/C manner and are
separated by linear rows of A atoms in the [010] direction.
Each 2

�[MM’Q3
–] layer is composed of MQ4 tetrahedra and

M’Q6 octahedra.
There are six crystallographically unique atoms: A, M, M’,

Q1, Q2, and Q3. Each M atom is coordinated by three Q2 and
one Q3 atom and each M’ atom is coordinated by three Q1,
one Q2, and two Q3 atoms. The 2

�[MM’Q3
–] layer is composed

of alternating pairs of edge-sharing MQ4 and pairs of edge-
sharing M’Q6 polyhedra along the [101] direction, whereas
along the [010] direction the layer is composed of alternating
zigzags of edge-sharing tetrahedra and edge-sharing octahedra
(Figure 7B). Each A atom is surrounded by seven Q atoms in
a monocapped trigonal-prismatic arrangement.

In theTlCuTiTe3 structure type (monoclinic) the pairs of
polyhedra point in the same direction in each layer, whereas
in the NaCuTiS3 structure type (orthorhombic) the pairs of
polyhedra point in alternating directions in each layer.

Relationships among the KCuZrS3, Eu2CuS3, and Ba2MnS3

Structure Types

The compounds represented by the structure types KCuZrS3

(space group Cmcm), Eu2CuS3 (space group Pnma), and
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Figure 7. (A) The TlCuTiTe3 structure type with the unit cell outlined.
(B) View of one layer.

Ba2MnS3 (space group Pnma) all crystallize in the orthorhom-
bic system. In the KCuZrS3 structure type, the M’ atom is
coordinated by six Q atoms in an octahedral arrangement
whereas the A atom is coordinated by eight Q atoms in a bi-
capped trigonal-prismatic arrangement. In the Eu2CuS3 struc-
ture type, the M’ atom retains a coordination number of six
whereas the A atom expands its coordination to accommodate
a seventh Q atom. The increased coordination number necessi-
tates the lowering of symmetry with atoms moving off of some
special positions of space group Cmcm. The atomic rearrange-
ment does not have a large effect on the unit cell lattice param-
eters; the value of a, b, and c for the KCuZrS3 structure type
by convention correspond to b, c, and a for the Eu2CuS3 struc-
ture type. In the Ba2MnS3 structure type, both the A1 and A2
atoms have coordination numbers of seven with disorder be-
tween A and M’ atoms on both sites. This causes a puckering
of the layers (compare Figure 2 with Figure 3) and a change
in lattice parameters; a is longer in Eu2CuS3 than in Ba2MnS3,
b remains the same, and c is shorter in in Eu2CuS3 than in
Ba2MnS3.

Trends in Structure Types

Here we examine the different trends in structure types seen
in the three subtypes of the structurally characterized AMM’Q3

compounds. We emphasize that the AMM’Q3 compounds that
are known do not represent a random statistical sampling of
the many possible compounds. Rather they reflect the interests
of the various researchers or possibly unexpected products iso-
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lated on the way to other target compounds. The trends we
discern are consequently based on a limited number of com-
pounds; to corroborate these trends would require further syn-
thetic and structural efforts.

There are, of course, electronic differences among the vari-
ous M, M’, and Q elements involved in the AMM’Q3 com-
pounds. For example, the actinides are generally believed to
exhibit more covalency than do the lanthanides, at least in or-
ganometallic systems.[30] Such electronic differences could ap-
ply to solid-state compounds as well and affect the structure
type in which a given AMM’Q3 compound would crystallize.
However, these compounds contain no Q–Q bonds and accord-
ingly they charge balance with the expected formal oxidation
states. As a result, we ignore electronic factors and consider
only steric factors. We also assume that because the com-
pounds were obtained after slow cooling they are the thermo-
dynamic products. The crystal radii[31] for all the elements
found in the structurally characterized AMM’Q3 compounds
are listed in Table 4 because the trends we discern depend on
these radii.

Table 4. Crystal radiia of elements in the compounds AMM’Q3. The A,
M, M’, and Q elements are arranged in order of increasing crystal radii.

a) Ref. [31]. b) No crystal radius is listed in Ref. [31] for tetrahedrally
coordinated Au1+, but its radius is presumably the same or smaller
than that of Ag1+. For example, in Na3AgS2 the Ag–S distance is 2.37
Å [45] whereas in Na3AuS2 the Au–S distance is 2.30 Å.[46] However,
the compounds are not isostructural.
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Thirty-three of the 39 subtype I compounds,

A1+M1+M’4+Q2–, are of the KCuZrS3 structure type. All actin-
ide compounds crystallize in the KCuZrS3 structure type. Of
the six subtype I compounds not crystallizing in the KCuZrS3

structure type four have A = Na. This suggests that the smallest
of the A atoms largely determines the structure. However,
NaCuZrS3 crystallizes in the KCuZrS3 structure type, possibly
because of the larger zirconium atom. Substitution of sulfur
for selenium returns the structure to the NaCuTiS3 type, an
indication that zirconium is not large in combination with sele-
nium. The remaining two exceptions to the KCuZrS3 structure
type are the compounds RbAgHfTe3 and TlCuTiTe3, which
both crystallize in the TlCuTiTe3 structure type. Note that
RbAuUTe3 crystallizes in the KCuZrS3 structure type and that
uranium is larger than hafnium. This situation is analogous to
the one for the NaCuTiS3/NaCuZrS3 pair; the structural motif
of pairs of alternating polyhedra in the TlCuTiTe3 structure
type is very similar to the one in the NaCuTiS3 structure type.

All the 63 subtype II compounds, A2+M1+M’3+Q2–, are lan-
thanides (M’). All but eight of these are of either the KCuZrS3

or Eu2CuSe3 structure types, with the eight compounds falling
into three additional structure types, namely the Ba2MnS3, the
BaAgErS3, or the BaCuLaS3 structure types. For the
SrCuM’Q3 compounds the smallest M’ (Lu) crystallizes in the
KCuZrS3 structure type, intermediate sized M’ (Gd, Pr) crys-
tallize in the Eu2CuSe3 structure type, and largest M’ (Ce, La)
crystallize in the Ba2MnS3 structure type. There is no variation
in structure type on going from sulfur to selenium. The EuC-
uM’S3 compounds are of the KCuZrS3 structure type for the
smaller M’ (Lu, Yb, Tm) and of the Eu2CuSe3 structure type
for the larger M’ (Y, Dy, Tb, Gd, Eu). Clearly, in these systems
the size of M’ determines the structure type. The three that
crystallize in the BaAgErS3 type, namely BaAgM’S3 (M’ =
Er, Y, Gd), show a dependence on M, as the BaCuM’S3 com-
pounds crystallize in the KCuZrS3 structure type. For
PbCuM’Q3, the compounds are of the Eu2CuSe3 structure type
when Q = Se, whereas all but two are of the KCuZrS3 structure
type when Q = S; hence the size of Q plays a role in this
series. When arranged in order of increasing size of M’, all
PbCuM’Q3 compounds up to M’ = La (with the apparent ex-
ception of M’ = Y, as determined from X-ray diffraction pow-
der data contaminated with YCuS2 and PbS[32]) are of the
KCuZrS3 structure type, but PbCuLaS3 is of the Ba2MnS3

structure type, again indicating a dependence of structure type
on M’. The BaCuM’S3 compounds crystallize in different
structure types, again depending on the size of M’. The smaller
M’ (Sc, Er, Y, Gd) crystallize in the KCuZrS3 structure type,
the intermediate-sized M’ (Nd, Ce) crystallize in the Eu2CuS3

structure type, and the largest M’ (La) crystallizes in the BaC-
uLaS3 structure type. The compound BaCuLaSe3 has two poly-
morphs, namely the β form, which crystallizes in the layered
the Eu2CuSe3 structure type, and the high-pressure, more
dense α form, which crystallizes in the channel BaCuLaS3

structure type. Only the α form is known for BaCuLaSe3.[4,12]

All 58 subtype III compounds, A1+M2+M’3+Q2–, are of the
KCuZrS3 structure type regardless of the crystal radii of the
constituent elements. All are lanthanides (M’). Within these
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subtype II compounds there is only one Q = S; the others have
Q = Se or Te. Only two have A = Rb; the others have A = Cs.
Thus, there are many gaps, and other structure types may be
discovered in the future if one invokes greater variation in
crystal radii, especially among the A constituents of subtype
III compounds.

Conclusions

There are 160 structurally characterized compounds of the
type AMM’Q3. As large as that number seems, the vast ma-
jority of possible AMM’Q3 compounds have yet to be synthe-
sized and characterized. In fact, the possible number of the
combinations of elements that are present in the 160 known
compounds (Table 4) is 1806. Even more compounds are pos-
sible if one considers analogues that currently have no pre-
cedents, e.g., those containing lithium and calcium for A or
plutonium for M’. The physical characterization of these com-
pounds lags as well; only 63 of the 160 known compounds
have been subjected to some sort of physical measurement.

Here we have examined the structural differences among the
160 characterized AMM’Q3 compounds. In doing so, we have
ignored possible electronic factors and considered only steric
factors. We also assume that the compounds so examined are
thermodynamic products. We find that the trends we discern
in the structures of these compounds can largely be rational-
ized on the basis of the crystal radii of the constituent atoms.

Supporting Information (see footnote on the first page of this article):
Tables S1 and S2 in color.
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